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Key Points


Assay results received from recent 7-hole RC
drilling program at Diabarou prospect within
the Dandoko Project.



Significant intersections include (using a
bottle roll cyanide leach – average of 60%
improvement on fire assays):
 6m at 53.77g/t gold (from 36m),
including 2m at 153.50g/t gold
 3m at 110.30g/t gold (from 120m),
including 1m at 280.00g/t gold
 28m at 3.90g/t gold (from 88m),
including and 9m at 8.36g/t gold
 21m at 2.00g/t gold (from 45m),
including 2m at 7.63g/t gold



OKU is currently planning follow-up drilling
at Diabarou to assess the open pit resource
potential (fully funded). The program will
start within the month.



OKU reported coarse/nuggetty gold (often
associated with visual gold) within the quartz
veining (explains improvement in grade to
what was recorded in fire assays), which is
currently being exploited at shallower
depths by artisanal miners.



The Dandoko Project is located 30km to the
east of B2Gold Resources’ (formerly Papillon
Resources) 5.15Moz Fekola Project.



RC drilling (5 holes for 760m) completed at
the Solona North-West prospect within the
Yanfolila Project, with results expected in
late April.
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Summary
Artisanal mining at the Diabarou Prospect has provided a zone of interest and the potential for
mineralisation continuity at depth has now been demonstrated. High grade intersection within a
much larger, lower grade alteration zone is encouraging at such an early stage of the exploration
program. This is the same style of mineralisation as the nearby Fekola Deposit (B2 Gold) and Oklo
hopes to show that the high grade zone (as well as the lower grade alteration band) can extend
further along strike and at depth. There is good potential for multiple lodes that (when optimised)
will be mined economically in an open-pit scenario. Drilling has so far focussed on a tight area
within the defined gold geochemical anomaly (see Figure 1) at depths no greater than 200m.

Figure 1 – Drilling at Diabarou Prospect

Interestingly, the short distance between Diabarou and B2 Gold’s Fekola Deposit (hard rock – high
bond work index) may offer greater opportunities to Oklo Resources; with the oxide resource being
a strategic asset. The major gold producers are continually lacking softer feed to maintain
throughputs (and relieve stress on the mill), so OKU’s potential shallow resource within the prolific
gold producing area will attract attention as things progress (potential to monetise quickly?).
We maintain our Speculative Buy recommendation (Price Target of 23c) and look forward to seeing
additional drilling at Diabarou (coupled with further results from Yanfolila). OKU will be quickly
looking to build upon what they have identified to date and a drilling program (RC and diamond) is
currently being planned at Diabarou to follow-up on the recent high grade intersections.
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Diabarou Prospect
The Diabarou Prospect is within a splay structure off the main Senegal-Mali Shear Zone. So far
drilling has mainly focussed on targets below current artisanal workings (see Figure 2) – with great
success. A high grade zone within a low grade halo at shallow depths has been identified, with what
looks to be separate lodes that could ultimately be mined in a single open pit. This is important, as
the strip ratio will only be reduced with a number of these potential ‘stacked deposits’. Every
indication is the grade (although highly variable) is quite strong within the quartz veining.

Figure 2 – Diabarou Prospect (drilling cross-section)

West African Gold Explorers (ASX)
West African hopefuls have seen a re-rate after recent drilling programs and Oklo Resources is the
latest to announcement notable results. As Diabarou develops, we can see a further re-rating with
continual high grade intersections.
Company

Price

Market Cap

Project

West African
Resources (WAF)

15.5c

$47.9m

Tanlouka, Burkina
Faso

Cardinal Resources
(CDV)

15c

$32.3m

Namdini, Ghana

Oklo Resources
(OKU)

15.5c

$24.8m

Dandoko, Mali

Description
Sub-vertical quartz
veining – high grade
(open pit potential)
Large, low grade
(open pit potential)
Sub-vertical quartz
veining – high grade
(open pit potential)
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Disclaimer
The following Warning, Disclaimer and Disclosure relate to all material presented in this document and should be read
before making any investment decision.
Warning (General Advice Only): Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This report is a
private communication to clients and intending clients and is not intended for public circulation or publication or for the
use of any third party, without the approval of Taylor Collison Limited ABN 53 008 172 450 ("Taylor Collison"), an
Australian Financial Services Licensee and Participant of the ASX Group. TC Corporate Pty Ltd ABN 31 075 963 352 (“TC
Corporate”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Taylor Collison Limited. While the report is based on information from
sources that Taylor Collison considers reliable, its accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. This report does
not take into account specific investment needs or other considerations, which may be pertinent to individual investors,
and for this reason clients should contact Taylor Collison to discuss their individual needs before acting on this report.
Those acting upon such information and recommendations without contacting one of our advisors do so entirely at
their own risk.
This report may contain “forward-looking statements". The words "expect", "should", "could", "may", "predict", "plan"
and other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Indications of and guidance on,
future earnings and financial position and performance are also forward looking statements. Forward-looking
statements, opinions and estimates provided in this report are based on assumptions and contingencies which are
subject to change without notice, as are statements about market and industry trends, which are based on
interpretations of current market conditions. Any opinions, conclusions, forecasts or recommendations are reasonably
held at the time of compilation but are subject to change without notice and Taylor Collison assumes no obligation to
update this document after it has been issued. Except for any liability which by law cannot be excluded, Taylor Collison,
its directors, employees and agents disclaim all liability (whether in negligence or otherwise) for any error, inaccuracy in,
or omission from the information contained in this document or any loss or damage suffered by the recipient or any
other person directly or indirectly through relying upon the information.
Disclosure: Analyst remuneration is not linked to the rating outcome. Taylor Collison may solicit business from any
company mentioned in this report. For the securities discussed in this report, Taylor Collison may make a market and
may sell or buy on a principal basis. Taylor Collison, or any individuals preparing this report, may at any time have a
position in any securities or options of any of the issuers in this report and holdings may change during the life of this
document. Taylor Collison was the Lead Manager in the September 2014 Placement, Underwriter in the October 2014
Rights Issue, Lead Manager in the March 2015 Placement and Lead Manager in the October 2015 Placement to raise
$5.6m in total. Taylor Collison received a fee for their services.
Analyst Interests: The Analyst(s) may hold the product(s) referred to in this document, but Taylor Collison Limited
considers such holdings not to be sufficiently material to compromise the rating or advice. Analyst(s)’ holdings may
change during the life of this document.
Analyst Certification: The Analyst(s) certify that the views expressed in this document accurately reflect their personal,
professional opinion about the financial product(s) to which this document refers.
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